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A DAUNTLESS PIONEER
JOHN W. COOK, '65

It was Robert G. Ingersoll who said that George Washington is
nothing more to the present generation than a steel engraving. Those
personal qualities that made him human and thus united him to our
common humanity ha\·e been forgotten in the exaltation that has placed
him among the immortals. Certain of the modern historians have endevord to rescue our national heroes from the oblivion in which fame '
t ries to bury t hem as men in order that it may preserv them as demigods. In consequence we have "The Real George Washington," and
" T he Actual Benjamin Franklin," and " Abraham L incoln, the Man. "
Now that the students of this Normal School are to have the privilege
of looking at their plesure upon the face of Charles Edward H ovey, as he
appeard in 1863, it is fitting that they should learn to associate with t his
pleasing "counterfeit presentment," so deftly wrought by my delightful
companion of fifty years ago, t hose personal peculiarities t hat made h im
so conspicuous as a leader.
Born on a New England farm, up among the hills of the Green
Mountain State, he early learnd those lessons of industry and persistence that were to be of such inestimable servis to him in his manhood.
He was one of a family of four girls and seven boys. To wring
from the reluctant soil of a New Ham pshire farm subsistence for a fam ily of thirteen seems an impossible task. How it was achievd I shall not
attempt to relate. In his "Autobiografy" he says that up to fiftee n h is
life was about equally divided between school and work, with no especial
fondness for either. He then began to teach school for there was imperativ need that he should become a bred winner as soon as possible.
H is salary was nine and a half dollars a month and board; the latter
being secured by the old-fashiond method of a-week about among the
patrons of the school. His second venture yielded him twenty dollars a
month and board in the same fashion. H is third experience was less
satisfactory, for there he was taught "a lesson in adversity. " Inexpressibly humiliated by h is sense of failure, he h id himself in the woods
and followd the life of a lumberman until he could contemplate h imself
with some degree of respect. He then determind to win success where
he had sufferd defeat, so he gave up the rude implements of his craft,
enterd Dartmou th College, and four years later receivd h is diploma.
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He was at once employd as principal of the Academy and high school at
Framingham, Massachusetts. There he met· H arriette Farnham Spofford, the Preceptress of the Academy. He never encounterd a greater
good fortune than when he induced her to take pot-luck with him in this
interesting h azard of family life. No rarer heroism has ever been
exhibited on the red fields of strife than has been displayd by this charming and devoted woman, who won all of our harts a half century ago.
They were niarried in the summer of 1854 and the late autum of the
same year found them in Peoria, Illinois, in charge of a boys' school ,
establisht by some of the enterprising people of the city, who were not
satisfied with the existing facili t ies for the education of their children.
A few weeks after his arrival Mr. Hovey had an opportunity to
meet the leading educational spirits of the State, for the second meeting
of the State Teachers' Association was held in his city. There were
gatherd Wright-whose name you have preservd here-Bateman, Wentworth, Brooks, VJ'ilkins, Turner, Powell, Eberhart, Murray and others
of less distinction. Of all that I have named but one survivesEberhart, the happy patriarch of Chicago Lawn. Above them all towerd
the "great-braind Turner," who was to hold the center of the situation
at last and was to make this school a possibility by his acquiescent nod.
There is slight space to narrate the doings of the convention. The
clear-heded ones saw that a great reinforcement had come to them in the
person of this silent, handsome New Englander, whose hair was as black
as a raven's wing and whose eyes had a fashion of looking at one in an
extremely penetrating way. It must suffice to say that there were at
least two well-defined educational parties and t heir gaze was directed
toward the same tresure--the interesting College and Seminary Fund.
One party heded by Professor Turner, the most prominent educational
man in the State, wanted the Fund as the foundation of an industrial
university. He was willing to concede a Normal Department to the
men who were pushing for a school for the preparation of teachers. Another party consisted of college men, who were struggling heroically to
keep their poverty-stricken institutions alive. They, too, held out the
bait of Normal Departments in their endevor 'to bring to their support
the teachers' seminary folk . In the division of interests all was lost so
far as committing the association to any definit policy was concernd.
One thing was agreed upon, however, and 'that was a school journal and
thus it was t hat The lllino,'s Teacher was born. The first three volumes
lie at my side, sent me recently by Mrs. Hovey . W. F. M. Arny, of
Bloomington, was made the financial edi_tor and one of the local editors,
the other being Daniel Wilkins, the county superintendent of McLean
County. Associated with them were ten others, each of the twelv being
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held responsible for a single number. Arny prepared the first, Wilkins
the second, and H ovey the third. Newton Bateman was one of the
faithful and Simeon Wright, after whom one of the literary societies
was named, was another.
H e appeared in the May number with _a
strong plea for a normal school.
Meanwhile what was Hovey about in this year of Grace, 1855.
When he reacht Peoria he found the public schools in a wretched condition. The bildings were execrable and the teachers had no social
recognition. The county school commissioner was also the superintendent of the city schools. He represented a large element of the population that was satisfied with poor bildings, poor schools, poor teachers,
poor salaries. He lookt with lofty disdain upon this New England importation that was disposed to upset the hallowd traditions. What was
to be done?
Mr. Hovey fitted into the situation like a hand into a glove. He
gatherd about him a few kindred spirits, one of whom was the local
representativ in the General Assembly. A bill was secretly drawn,
quietly introduced and hastily past, and before the sluggards had
awakend to the s ituation , Peoria had a new city charter, the old regime
was a thing of the past, and a new and admirable school system was an
immediate possibility. The thing caught the fancy of the people. A
man that could accomplish such marvels under their noses was the man
for them. The commissioner was retired and the Yankee conspirator
was triumphantly elected to the superintendency of the city by a new
board for which the amended chiirter provided.
When the State T eachers' Association convened at Springfield for
its third annual meeting, Hovey, of Peoria, was a mar kt man. The
Illinois Teacher, the new school journal that had started ont with such
brilliant prospects a y ear before, was in financial straits. The system
of management had proved to be impracticable. The Association was
unwilling to assume the responsibility for its support. Its fate seemd
settled, but a few resolute leaders got together, devized a scheme by
which Mr. Hovey was to mount the editorial tripod equip! with full
authority to conduct the magazine as he might see fit, and, incidentally,
to·take, along with his other privileges, the interesting one of paying all
of the bills. It is enuf to say that he made it go and came ont at the
end of the yl!ar with all obligations paid and something left in the
tresnry.
The editorship of The Illinois Teacher had given Mr. Hovey educational prominence. He found no trouble in securing teachers for his
Peoria schools and was frequently consulted by those who were having
similar trouble elsewhere. His thought, in consequence, was often
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turnd to the idea of a Normal School and to the possibility of securing
the coveted fund for that purpose. Kindred spirits gatherd about him,
and the fight was prosecuted with stich vigor that at the Chicago meeting of the State Association, in 1856, Professor Turner came over to the
Normal Schooi'men and the fight was won. The legislature respected
the voice of the united teachers and establisht the institutiol) by the
passage of the bill the following February. Mr. Hovey was one of the
Board of fifteen and became the first principal, being elected by a majority of one over Principal Phelps of the New Jersey Normal School.
And now let the young man of thirty gird his loins for the herculean
task that awaits him. McLean county had won in the fight for the location. Jesse W. Fell managed the campaign with consummate skill and
distanst the rest of the contestants. But the bill carried no appropriation for the bilding. It was assumed that the bonus guaranteed by the
successful bidder would be sufficient for that purpose. If it had all been
available perhaps the enterprise might have workt out in that way. But
the "hard times" of 1857 are not yet forgotten. How this indomitable
spirit carried the project to a successful issue would require more space
for its telling than has been allotted for the entire address. Three killing
years were to drag their weary days along before that glorious morning
in June, when the Normal School and its friends went out on the prairie
to celebrate the first Commencement in. the finisht bilding. I have often
tried to represent to myself the satisfaction that must have fild the soul
of that dauntless pioneer on that eventful day.
But the crisis was not past altho the house was done and occupied.
There were dets and dets and thretening law suits and lurking enemies,
bur Mr. Hovey believd that if the ship were once fairly launcht and
. showd its ability to float the State would never allow it to be wreckt on
financial shoals; and he was right.
Meanwhile the school had been in operation three years in the crampt
quarters at Major's Hall. There had been trouble enuf in securing the
co-operation of the majority of the Board in working out a sensible
scheme for a teachers' school. Opinions were as various as the birds that
flew over the treeless campus out at North Bloomington. How he quieted
opposition, harmonized discordant elements, laid the foundations of an
institution that has made for itself a unique and reputable place in the
history of American pedagogy, cannot be recited here tonight. Read the
charming "autobiografy" that may be founcl in the "History of the Illinois State Normal University" that two of us tried to write more than
thirty years ago.
It has not been assigned to me to speak of the days of "storm and
stress", when the gu11s were speeding their dedly missils across the tran-
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quit waters of the bay against the fated fortress in the offing. The bugles
and the noisy drums were calling men to the waving standards. The
young men of the Normal School were drilling daily with their wooden
guns, while patriotic women cheerd them at every step. They would
have hastend to the front at the first call for troops but for the promis of
their beloved leader that if there was to be a war he would go with them,
and thus it was that the school was not broken up.
In July he went to Washington City to view the sitt1ation from that
vantage point. Jesse F ell went with him. They were there when the
terrifying news of the crushing defeat at Bt1ll Rt1n came over the wires.
Determind to investigate conditions for themselvs they started for the
battle field, bt1t they soon discoverd that they were not permitted to cross
Long Bridge. But they were not thus to be baffled. They stole a canoe,
paddled to Alexandria, and mounted a flat car, a part of a train that was
trying to rush reenforcements and ammt1nitions to the front. Two or three
years before his deth, while I was visiting General Hovey in Washington,
he took me one day to show me where they embarkt for their quixotic
journey. When the train was stopt they prest on on foot. Mr. Fell, true
to his primary impulse, tt1rnd in at the first field hospital to which they
came, to help in the care of the wot1nded. Mr. Hovey resolt1tely pusht
forward, hiding in the woods when he met the retreating troops, until he
arrived at the battle field. His anger grew with· his progress. He was
at last satisfied that there was to be a real war. He returnd to the capitol, cald upon the President and tenderd his servises, hastend to Illinois
and began the recru(ting of a regiment. One company of hi~ boys and
their comrades went with ·him and were joind by nine companies largely
from other schools and colleges. They rendezvousd at Camp Bt1tler
\Vhere they elected private Hovey to the colonelcy of the regiment, henceforward to be known as the 33rd and nicknamed, "the brain regiment".
Others will tell the story of his brilliant career as a· soldier. For the
remarkable victory at the battle of Cache River where, with his force of
five ht1ndred men, he totally defeated an army of ten times his number,
he was made a brigadier general. He commanded the brigade on the
extreme left in Sherman's assault on Vicksburg from Chickasaw Bayou,
in December, 1862, and the brigade on the extreme right of the Union
forces at the capture of Arkansas Post in January, 1863, where he was
twice wounded. He was brevetted a Major General in March, 1865, for
"gallant and meritorious condt1ct in battle, particularly at Arkansas Post,
January II , 1863."
It was my fortune to know General Hovey many years. You have
heard of "the Preceptress". She had three sisters and.the youngest of
the flock-but some of you have seen her. I have spoken of tl!esingular
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penetration of his eyes when he focust them upon one. I distinctly
remember the first time that I was at the focal point.
He was slightly under six feet in .hight. He was a man who would
attract attention anywhere. Altho singularly quiet and reservd he had
qualities that cald men about him quite irresistibly. He was divinely
elected to leadership. He was in many ways an ideal figure and gave an
impression of markt superiority. E,pecially d id he appeal to young men.
I have cald him a dauntless pioneer. H e was without fear. No
discouragements could turn him aside from his purposes. He pursued
his ends with relentless pertinacity . He knew no way to spell defeat.
When there was no money in the tresury , and contractors were clamoring
for pay, and all ways seemd but blind alleys, he still pursued the trail
with the silent, tireless energy of a sleuth hound.
He pledged his personal obligation far beyond h is resources. Days would pass without his
voice being heard in his home. Nights wore out their sleepless hours
as he pland and organized and workt out new campains.
He was t he most unselfish of men. His generosity was little short
of prodigality. He seemd never to think of himself. A brief anecdote
will illustrate his character in this respect. A student desired to go to
the city but shrank from the round trip walk of five miles. He ventured
to ask of Mr. Hovey the loan of his pony, and was told that he would
find it saddled and bridled in the back yard. The student mounted and
gallopt joyously away, but his chagrin may be 1magind when, as he was
galloping as joyously back again, he met Mr. Hovey walking to t he city
and entirely oblivious of his presence.
I first saw him in 1863, when he was at home for a short time on
furlo. It was not long after this that he left the army for reasons that
were entirely Justifiable but that need not be recited here. When next
I saw him he was engaged with a swarm of teams in improvine; the highway on Main street near the Sugar Creek bridge. Bloomington was the
base of supplies for the family. The road was in a wretched condition.
The authorities were reluctant to improve it. He did not count the cost;
he put the street in order, paid the bills and said nothing.
In 1865 he removed to Washington City and engaged in the practis
of the law . b 1882 he came to the celebration of our twenty-fifth anniversary. In 1897 I begd him to come again, alt ho I should never have
preferd such a request if I had known how ill he was. How he reacht
here I have never known. It must have been a trying journey. I met
him at the train and took him to my home where he went to bed. He
attended two or three of the anniversary meetings, made a characteristic
address and went back to his bed, where he lay for a hundred days, an
uncomplaining sufferer, in the dredful heat of that memorable summer.
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In September he was taken to his home where he died on the 5eventeenth
of November following. He lies buried in the National Cemetery, on
Arlington Heights, the old home of Robert E. Lee. His grave is but a
short distance west of the .historic mansion and near the main driveway.
A simple stone marks his resting place bearing this inscription:
GENERAL CHARLES EDWARD HOVEY

1827- 1897
FOUNDER AND FIRST PRINCIPAL ILLI NOI S STATE NORMAL UNIVERSITY
PRIVATE AND COLONEL 1'HIRTY·THIRD ILLINOIS INFANTRY
BRIGADIER AND BVT. MAJOR GENERAL U.S. V.
MEMBER OF BAR, SUPREME COURT, U.S.
EDUCATION·--ARMS-LA W

His burial is immortalised in unforgettable verse:
"Bugles!
And in my heart a cry,
- - - Like a dim echo far and mournfully,
Blown back to answer them from yesterday!
A soldier's funeral!
November hillsides and the falling leavs,
Where the Potomac broadens to the tideThe crisp autumnal silence and the gray
(As of a solemn ritual
Who~e congregation glories as it grievs
Widowd and still a bride)The long hill sloping to the wave
And the lone bugler standing by the grave!
"Taps!
The lonely call over the lonely woodlandsRising like the soaring of wings,
Like the flight of an eagleTaps!
They sound forever in my heart."
- Richard Hovey, in "Bugles,"

MRS. CHARLES EDWARD HOVEY
JOHN W. COOK, '65

Harri.,tte Farnham Spofford was born on the sixth day of July ,
1834. She was the eldest of five children. Her father was a direct descendant of that John Spofford, of Georgetown, Massachusetts, who was
the progenitor of all of the name in this country. He, in turn, descended
from that Earl Spofford whose name appears in Doomsday Book and
still earlier in "The Chronicle of the Saxon Times in England."
The
first verse of a poem that comes down from the Norman conquerors tells
us that
''Lord Percy had a solen1 feast
In Spofford's princely hall,
And there came lords and there came knights,
His chiefs and barons all."

" The Book of Spoffords" recites the story of the family with many interesting details.
On the maternal side Mrs. Hovey descended from Peter Folger, the
father of Ahiah Folger, the mother of Benjamin Franklin.
When Harriette was quite yung, her father removed from Nantucket to the ancestral farm at N orth Andover, where she grew to womanhood . Her education was obtaind at Andover and at Gorham, Maine.
She began teaching when but sixteen and in process of time was promoted to the position of preceptress in the Framingham .'\cademy.
There she met Mr. Hovey, the principal of the Academy and of the high
school. In his autobiografy Mr. Hovey mentions the preceptress as "a
paragon of all the v irtues." They were married at North Andover, in
1854, and in the autum of the same year emigrated to Peoria where Mr.
Hovey had been elected to the principalship of a private school for boys,
the "preceptress" becoming his assistant. Among her pupils was one
Robert G. Burdette, who conceivd a warm affection · for the charming
little lady, as who, indeed has not, that has ever known her? Henceforward she shared the fortunes of her husband to the close or his eventful life.
When Mr. Hovey became the principal of the Normal School their
home was in Bloomington and their place of residence on the north-east
corner of Main and Walnut. In 1860 they removed to Normal where
Mr. Hovey erected and occupied the house now known as the Augustine
home. The family finally left Normal in 1865, their home being in
Washington City after that time.
The picture accompanying this article represents Mrs . Hovey as I

HARRIRT'fR SPOFFORD HOVEY
(...,eovT ueo )

F ri~nd o f Students a nrl Normal Soldier Boys
"Mother of Poets"
And wheresoe'er I strove,
The greatest law was love,
A faith too pure to falter or mistrust;
There was no wanton greed,
Depravity of breed.
Malice nor cant nor enmity unjust.
- Blisl· Canuau

MRS. CHARLES EDWARD HOVEY
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first knew her, in r863. I need not say that she was a most engaging
personality. She was greatly belovd by the _students of the early days
of the Normal School. She spent a portion of the time with the 33rd
Regiment, of which Mr. Hovey was the first colonel, but was obliged to
return to her home when the regiment went South.
Richard, the youngest son, now widely known thru his poetry, was
a sickly child. 1'o him Mrs: Hovey devoted herself with the rarest devotion. The close companionship explains no little of the precocity of
the lad. He never went to the public school and , indeed, saw little of
any school life until he went to college. There is no space here to tell
of the many remarkable things that he did, in all of which he bad the
sympathetic help and inspiration of his remarkable mother. When he
came to manhood she became the center of a group of rare spirits that
were associated with him, who lovingly cald her the "mother of poets"
and fondly dedicated many of the children of their harts and brains to
her name.
In the mutations of time it came to her to be a bred winner. She
took up the burden with the same beautiful spirit with which she met all
the fortunes of life and has borne it from that day to this in a joyous servis.
Two of her sisters also became wives of schoolmasters-Mrs. Aaron
Gove, of Denver, and Mrs. John W. Cook, of DeKalb.

UNVEILING THE PORTRAIT OF OUR FIRST
PRESIDENT
JOHN HOWARD BURNHAM, '61

Acting Principal of Model School, I. S. N. U., Summer '61; Captain Company A,
Illinois Volunteer Infantry; Superintendent Public Schools, Bloomington, '63-'64;
Editor of Pantagraph '65-'6i; Director of State Historical Society since 1899.

Fifty-six years ago today the State of Illinois legalized this State
Normal University and the Institution very wisely celebrates the 18th
of Febrnary as Founders' Day.
During these years great advancement has been made in the edttcational field, and we are all familiar with the statistics which tell of the
great work of our graduates and undergraduates in this and other states,
East and West. The sum total of their educativ influence can only be
partially imagind. No matter how highly we may estimate this there is
little danger of our over-rating its scope and value in our national life.
There is one center of this influence which has perhaps reacht out
widely and deeply with nation-wide effect, and this is the circle of early
and later Normal graduates known as the Illinois State Normal University Club of New York City. The members of this Club, embracing
more than a score of educators of national reputation, ever mindful of
the influence of the Normal upon their early and later developments,
have tactfully and thoughtfully concluded to take the initiativ in procuring for this institution a portrait of its first president, Charles E.
Hovey.
In carrying out this important plan the Club gave the surviving
graduates of the first half-doze.n Normal classes, most of whom personally knew and loved our first president, an opportunity to unite in this
plesant work, and I have been askt to act as a representativ of the Club
and of those early graduates in speaking of our first president and :..ssisting in the public presentation of the portrait.
We do not forget the honor reflected upon this institution by our
early graduates, our Gastman and Hull, our Norton, Walker and Gove,
our Kellog, our Burrill, and our Cook, all of whom have held high positions in normal or collegiate institutions or have borne aloft the Normal
banner in charge of some of the most important interests of public education; while many others have been equally zealous and efficient in
their chosen line of labor.
This institution has also been highly honord by the records of the
members of the Illinois State Normal University Club of New York.
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Among the members of this distinguisht Club may be mentioned such
names as Elmer E. Brown, Frank M. McMurry, Rudolph R. Reeder,
James J. Sheppard, Chessman A. Herrick, and Rachel Crothers, together with others equally well known in pedagogical and literary
circles.
This institution will ever proudly cherish the fame of its earliest
and latest alumni, and the events of this evening will have an honorable
place in Normal's history. The sentiments of all of these graduates are
beautifully exprest in the words of the Club's president, Mr. Wiiliam J.
Morrison:
"The Illinois State Normal University Club of New York and the
surviving members of the first half-dozen classes donate this portrait of
Mr._ Hovey, Founder of the Illinois State Normal University, General in
the United States Army, loyal, upright, efficient man, in the hope that it
will be accepted by the authorities as a slight token of the appreciation
all felt for the influence of the State Normal University upon their own
lives and careers."
(Unveiling of the portrait by Miss Amy Hovey, grand-niece of General Hovey)

It is fortunate that General Hovey's photografs, especially those
taken in war times, furnish remarkably good likenesses, and the Club
was fortunate in securing an artist of s uch ability as Edmund Clare
Messer. For a long time he was director of the Corcoran Art School in
Washington, D. C. Mr. Messer is the son of Prof. B. M. Messer, who
was an instructor in Music at Normal in 1860 and later. The artist has
livd in Washington since 1865 and has always been an intimate friend
of General Hovey's family. It has followed from this knowlege of his
personality and from the later loving oversight of Mrs. Hovey that the
result is not only a valuable work of art, but the very best possible reproduction.
In 1637 Daniel Hovey of England was one of the pioneer settlers of
old Ipswich, in The Massachusetts Bay Colony. Amos Hovey, the fifth
of this line of ancestry, emigrated to Thetford, Vermont, about one hundred years ago. There on Thetford Hill, near the Connecticut River, on
April 26, 1827, was born our first president, one of a family of eleven
children.
My own ancestors from 1635 livd in this same old Ipswich town,
which was my birthplace. They worshipt at the same Puritan Church
with the Hoveys, voted as Christi an freemen at the same polls, and
fought side by side in those terrible French and Indian wars. One of my
ancestors, Capt. William Goodhue, was with Thomas Hovey in that disastrous Quebec campain under Sir William Phipps in 1690, when Thomas
Hovey returnd to Ipswich a cripple, having had both feet frozen.
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Two of Mr. Hovey's brothers, Amos and Alvah, after studying at
Thetford Academy, graduated at Dartmouth College, and Charles followd their example.
Dr. Alvah Hovey was a learned man whose fame
is national. For twent y-seven years he was president of the Baptist
Theological Seminary at West Newton, near Boston. He was also the
author of nearly one dozen standard Baptist publications. Charles E.
Hovey's son Richard, a nativ born Normalite, during his short lifetime
was a promising and distinguisht poet, whose charming verses will long
hold a place on the shelvs of lovers of poetry.
Gen. A. P. H ovey, afterwards Governor of Ind iana, was also a descendant of Daniel Hovey of Ipswich, and was very closely connected
with the Vermont Hoveys. At the battle of Arkansas Post, January 11,
1863, Gen. A. P . Hovey and Gen. C . E. Hovey each commanded a brigade and the similarity of names has caused some confusion among historians. They were cousins. This famous family's migration towards
the setting sun furnishes us with an interesting topic for contemplation.
I attended Thetford Academy in the winter of 1853 and love to think
of the school and its charming surroundings. The hills and mountains
of Vermont and New Hampshire have been the homes of many of the
nation's grandest men and women, and the academies and colleges of these
rugged and beautiful regions appear to have g iven the educational tone
and fiber needed to grapple with the country's most difficult problems.
Whittier's "Among the Hills" must h ave been written in just s uch
surroundings as were in sight of Thetford, the hill itself being six hundred feet above the Connecticut River Valley:
"By maple orchards, belts of pine
And larches climbing darkly
The Mountain slopes and over all
The great peaks rising starkly.''
1

1

No wonder that when the Normal Campus was bare and unlovely
Mr. Hovey approved of Jesse W. Fell's group of evergreens, and that he
lovingly assisted in the planting.
Our first president was a man of rugged purpose, full of ambition, a
tremendous worker, and was possest of a mixture of boldness and courage, a combination of qualities most admirably balanced, which sometimes impeld him to act close to the borders of recklessness and rashness,
but which never to my knowledge carried him to the excess of boldness.
He knew no fear and was constantly pushing forward to success. H e
was no trifler and was remarkably quiet and reticent, seldom jokt, tho
he enjoyd humor, was never undignified, was a man of apparently stern
demeanor, yet full of a gentle kindness fully understood but by comparativly few of those with whom he came in contact. His natural bearing
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was military without the slightest affectation, and he lookt and acted the
soldier under all circumstances.
In the school and in the army he maintaind respect and disciplin
with scarcely an effort, was never over strict and never careless, had few
counselors, and pursued his aims with the most intense and tireless energy.
If I may be allowd to state what I believ to have been his most remarkable characteristic, I should say it was his peculiar ability to see
the important points or pivots upon which great events or great results
might be expected to turn. With him this power appeard almost a natural instinct. This enabled him to see in 1857 that the new Normal, in
order to meet the advanst and advansing views of the best friends of education, must adopt a three-year insted of a two-year course of study.
Normal methods of teaching, then comparativly few and unknown,
being in fact mostly methods of the future, were subordinated to thoroness in instruction, fancy tricks in pedagogy being spurnd as utterly
dishonest.
The walls of the new Normal bildipg were started in the summer of
1857, founded mostly on hope and paper promises, and when barely
above the basement story the financial crash of the fall of 1857 caused
the_entire cessation of work with no prospect of even fully paying for the
partially completed portion.
A year of stagnation followd during which school duties were bravely performd at a time when the future of Normal lookt dark and doubtful. No one was able to see thru the gathering difficulties. Credits
were mostly gone, failures and bankruptcies were common, the lands
granted by McLean County for the construction of the bilding could not
be sold, the personal obligations of subscribers could not be enforced,
nearly all property was unsalable, and the State could not be cald upon
for aid as long as no one knew when or how the different subscriptions
could be realized upon.
In this emergency the Normal president boldly proceded to purchase
almost one half of the county lands donated, obligating himself far beyond his personal means,reselling these lands for sometimes less than their
appraisd value, and in this and other ways procuring a portion of the
needed means for recommencement of the construction work, a commencement which was followd by the later use to the best possible advantage of all the depreciated assets of the Board of Education, leaving a large
deficiency to be met by an uncertain future appropriation from the
Legislature of Illinois. The mental strain carried. by this brave, uncomplaining man during the development of these plans, for part of the
year of 1859, the whole of 1860, and the first few months of 1861 was
never understood outside of a very narrow circle, and was never fully
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appreciated but by one person, his loving and faithful wife. No one
has ever been able to explain how the crisis could have been met in any
other manner than exactly as it was met.
His ability to perceiv that the whole future of Normal depended on
the immediate construction of the bilding was owing to his power of
comprehension of the chief or main obstacles in front, and his faith in
the willingness of the State to appropriate for deficiency in cost was fully
justified by the State appropriation in February 1861; and this faith was
perhaps his greatest contribution to our Normal's early and later history.
The clouds of Civil War were fast rising even while the Legislature
was debating the question of our appropriation. State after state was
seceding, and in our society debates at Normal we were seriously questioning the future of the nation, of our new Normal, and of our own personal relations to coming events.
As the last finishing touches were being given to the new bilding
and its surroundings, train loads of troops going South were beginning
to pass Normal Junction, plainly visible thru our windows, the few
houses and trees being no obstacles in either direction. Had not Hovey's
personal energy and unflagging zeal been thrown into the work, backt
by the efforts of men like Jesse W. Fell, the Normal bilding would not.
have been constructed until after the close of the war, and no one knows
what might then have been Norrnal's future.
We owe an everlasting det of gratitude to the brave and beautiful
little wife of the president, who sustaind her husband by encouraging
h'im in all his efforts. She fully understood that his financial endorsements imperild the family's whole future, but on her part there was no
faltering, no holding back. She thus becomes entitled to our loving
remembrance, and from this time forward let us enrol the name of
Harriette Spofford Hovey side by side with the name of Charles Edward
Hovey, as one of the most endeard founders of Normal University.
Furthermore this is the proper place to mention that Mrs. Hovey was
always the Normal students' most sympathetic friend, ever redy with
advice, and something more t han counsel for the timid and struggling
female pupils; while our young men belie~d her to be the most cultured
and refined lady in all of their acquaintance.
It is a delightful task for
me to thus testify to the personalities of this noble couple a nd there is a
strong temptation to bring forward many more charming evidences, some
of them personal to myself.
You all know how P resident Hovey met the emergency at the outbreak of the war, and you will not be surprised to lern that at the bed of
the 33rd Illinois Infantry Regiment he became Colonel Hovey in August
1861; thus once more giving proof that he was not afraid to grapple with
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new and untried difficulties. He realized that at this period when the
Nation's life was at stake, the life of the Nation was of far more consequence than the future of Normal, and in fact, the future of Normal
could only be secured by safeguarding the life of the Nation.
After the regiment was in the field he cald the officers together as
a class, when he became himself both student and teacher, and in various
other ways he won the respect of his military superiors and of his subordinates. His promotion as Brigadier-general was won by boldness and
courage in action. The foremost companies of a reconnoitering command were suddenly attackt by an overwhelming force. In falling back
we met Colonel Hovey riding like the wind from our army in the rear
towards the sound of guns in front, following a military principle which
accorded beautifully with his own instincts. With the eye of a traind
general, when he himself was untraind, 911 meeting this retreating force
he instantly realized that possibly his order and presence might rally the
troops at the very point where he met this backward rush. His own
courage and manly bearing instantly inspired our men, reinforcements
immediately arrived, and the disaster of an hour before was turnd into
a complete victory.
This victory proved to be of far greater importance than any of us
understood at that time. Our army's advance towards the South had
been met by the advance of a larger army from the South and our victory in this rather small battle settled the question of supremacy in our
favor with comparativly small loss of life.
This brief review of some of the leading events in the early days of
this institution, when under the charge of its first president, does not
fully cover the field. More complete illustrations will be furnisht you
during the evening.

LETTERS FROM THE SURVIVORS OF HOVEY'S DAY
[From Joseph Addison Sewall, Prof. of
Chemistry, Denver University . He WAS
teacher of Natural Science at I. S. N. U.
from 1860-77. J
Denver, Colorado, December 31, 1912.
It affocds me much plesure t o contribute my "mite" to the proposed celebration of "Founders Day" of the Illinois
S tate Normal U niversity.
First of all, I think of that man who
contributed so 1nuch in means and brain
to establish the institution, Charles E .
Hovey. Resourceful, unperturbcl by a
flood of difficulties, he went right on
with an unbounded faith that his efforts
would succede. He said little but did
things. I have often thought that in the
struggle he was the Lincol n of the occasion. No matter how dark and discouraging things lookt for the time being, he
saw the light of the coming day, and
workt on.

No one not familiar with the early history of the school will ever know what
obstacles he encounterd, and what sacrifices he cheerfully made-. I do not forget the noble man he trusted that labord
with him, Jesse Fell, dear good saint,
"Honest and just, one that a child might
love and. a woman trust.'' It seems to
me he did everything that a man could
do to make the dream a reality.
As the "Master" of the school, Hovey
was always just in his government, saying
little but accomplishing everything. He
never thretend but al ways did.
As a soldier he was. equally resourceful and efficient. One incident in his
career as a soldier indicates bis ability.
General Custer's Army was on tbe march
from Little Rock to the ;M:ississippi. Custer sent a strong detachment numbering
about 3,000 under Colonel Hovey,to learn
tbe whereabouts of the Confederates.
He encounterd 5,000 T exas cavalry under
General Rusk at the Cache river, Arkan-

sas. Hovey disposed his force in a favorable position and awaited the coming
cavalry . It came in a mad rush. Hovey
fired his pistol, the sign for the men to
open fire. The Confederates were driven
from the fiel<l, never stopping till they
got back to Texas, and reported that they
had "run up against t he whole of Custer's arm y" when in fact they had only
• 'run up against'' the genius and strategy
of Colonel Hovey. (see Photographic
History of the Civil War, Vol. 1, p. 368.)
In this W<i>rk is an excellent photograf of
this hero with this brief com1nent, "Major General Charles E. Hovey, a gallant
Division Cornmander."
As a lawyer he was equally efficient.
On his tombstone at Arlington Heights,
you may read this inscription, character istic of the 111an,
''EDUCATION, WAR, LAW. ''
Now permit me to say a few words of
the successors of the founders. After
Hovey came Edwards, a model of dignity
and enthusiasn1-a rare combination.
Following came Hewett, deficient in
latitude and longitude, but authority in
geografy and history. Exact and .exacting, never content with the mere words
of the textbook, not until the words were
crystalized into well-defined ideas was he
satisfied.
Then came a ''youngster of e)!:cellent
pith ". Now any one who knows John
Cook, who does not honor, respect, reverence, and love hitn, ' put him out.''
The present president I have not had
t he plesure of meeting, but from a charming letter I receivd from him 011 my 80th
birthday (three years ago) and from all I
have heard about the school under his
administration, be is a worthy successor
of his most worth y predecessors.
All honor to the noble, tried, and true
founders o f the sch ool! Consider the
1

JOSEPH ADDISON SEWALL, PH. D.

SAMUEL WILLARD, PH. D.

Teacher of Natural Sciences. 1860-77

Teacher of Language and History, 1858-61

TWO OF HOVEY'S DISTINGUISHT TEACHERS

JOHN HOWARD BURNHAM, '61
Principal Model School. 1861
Captain Co. A. 33rd Ill. V. Inf.

ENOCH A. GASTMAN, '60
M~mber Board of Education, 1871-07

President of Board, 1887-89. 1902-07

TWO OF HOVEY'S "BOYS"
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benefits and blessings that it has conferd
upon t housands and th ousands of its
students, the uplifting of the state, the
helthful impu lse it h as imparted to the
cause of education.
I am inclined to believe that there is
not another institution of learning in
our country that has so completely realized the most dazzling dreams, the dearest hopes, and the fondest expectations
of its founders.
Cordially yours,
·
Joseph A. Sewall.

**•·

From W . D. •Hall '63, now retired;
taught for several years in LaSalle, Centralia and Clinton.
Chicago, January 14, 1913.
I gladly note yours with a request for
some message for tb_e celebration of
Founders Day and hasten this off as my
reply.
During the lapse of forty-nine years
since I left the University my life and
study while there have been a beautiful
memory, made such by the skill and tireless efforts of its first President (Gen.)
Charles E. Hovey and his corps of teachers, Professors Ira Morse, Edwin C.
Hewett, Leander W . Potter, and Dr.
Joseph A. Sewall.
Of Mr. Hovey it was the common
thought of the students that he was the
peerless leader and force in the educational movement which cu1minated in

the organization and establishment of
the Normal School in the old "Major
Hall" in Bloomington in 1857. All regarded him as a skillful president, a
superior educator, an ideal man, and all
loved him as a friend, ever redy to help
and get things done.
Of t he teachers, one and all, we thought
them scholarly, efficient, critical but
kind. They were all live-wire men,
whose methods and manner of teaching

we regarded as well-nigh perfect.
Of the students (some ninety or a hundred) I think it not too much to .say that
they soon imbibed t he spirit of the school,
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were hard workers, and ever Joyal to the

Institution. Many of them became superior teachers for the State, and I have
no dout but they all found, as I did myself, tlJat each "needed the Normal in
his business" and used it.
Long live the Illinois State Normal
University. May it continue its worthy
record of improyement with the advanc-

ing years.

W . D. Hall.

·• *

*

Imp ressions o f Gen. Ho v e y .

[Letter from Mrs. Elizabeth Mitchell
Christian, '60, Bloomington, Ill.]
In the recesses of my memory there
linger many impressions of my dear o]d
Normal school days, tho they seem to
just evade my pen when I try to put them
into words; perhaps the lapse of 54 years
has something to do with it. But some
things come back at my bidding very
clearly.
In the Autumn o f 1857, fild with a
desire for the -best educational advantages, I made application for entrance to
the Normal School which, as is well
known, hac. been started a few weeks
before in old Major's Hall on Front St.
in Bloomington. It was arranged that
I should take my examination of t he
President, Chas. E. Hovey; it was an
oral one and brought me face to face with
the master, for such be proved to be.
A timid girl of fifteen and a half,-!
was much overawed by his commanding presence and imperativ 1nanner, but
I went successfully thru it and he pronounced it good. ''But'' , said he, ''you
look too frail for the school-room, go
home and ride hor seback and get strong
before beginning your studies." I had
j ust recovercl from typhoid fever . T his
good advice on his part bespoke his k indness and judgment aud consideration of
the body as well as of the mind. I went
away for a few tnonths to return in Jan.,
1858, when I enterd and became one of a
band of about 100 earnest, serious minded
students, whose one object seemd to be
to do their best work.
Those were pio-
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neer days in t h is great state of Illinois,
and these ambitious boys and girls came
from humble homes where courage, stability, and industry were the winning
qualities. As I think back over those
days I think we did fine work under those
grand old Professors- Hovey, Moore,
Hewett, Willard. Potter and others.
President Hovey was tall and of commanding appearance with abundance of
dark h air, piercing black eyes, a grave
and solemn, and distant man; he was not
in the school room much, hence his occasional visits were awe-inspiring to the
students as I well learnd. One morning
he came into the room where the class
in the Theory and Art of Teaching was
in session, at once took charge, and
soon cald on me to give an object lesson
on the bran ch of a tree. F ear and confusion seized me, and utter failure with a
zero mark was the result. I was disgraced and the memory of it lingerd long
with me.
President Hovey was principally occupied with the stupendous task of founding a great university, of breaking the
ground so to speak for an adequate and
suitable bilding, and of arousing the interest that was necessary to carry out
such a project. The difficulties of this
pioneer work were almost insurmountable and would have daunted a less courageous spirit, but it was worth while and
many thousands have reapt the benefits
of his early labors.
As we all plodded along in old Major's
H all , we could not by the greatest stretch
of imagination have pictured the beautiful vision which the Normal Campus now
presents. Then, all was a lonel)" prairie,
not a tree to be seen, not a house near,
and when the graat red brick Normal
school bilding arose in its majesty, it
stood a real temple of knowledge, a lasting monument to the efforts of a determind man; and today with the adde<l
fine bildings and hundreds o f trees, an<l
grassy slopes, it only speaks a little more

beautifully but no more strongly of the
one who lai<l the foundations.
Gra<lually from the first four classes,
there was selected a little band of ten
who were to form the first graduating
class, and when the 29th of June, 1860,
brought the first Commencement Day,
the pride of President Hovey, and the
graduates knew no bounds.
The bilding was finisht enuf so that we
could hold our exercises in the Assembly
room on the 2nd floor and serv a collation on the 3rd floor. For the occasion
came many public men of the day, and
many people from all the country round.
It ·was an eventful day . There are but two
of that class now living, Prof. John Hull
of Milwaukee, Wis., and myself.
I am glad to be here this year of 1913,
and to add a few words in honor of the
man, Chas. E . Hovey, to whom all Normalites are indeted for so much, and I
hope all students- past and to comewill hold his name an honord one and
count his work as valuable beyond price.
ELIZABETH MITCHEI, CHRISTIAN.

•·**

From E. M. Pike
Chenoa, Ill., Jan. 1913.
Your kind favor, and invitation to
participate in honoring my old comrade
Commander, on February 18, at h and.
I do most certainly commend you
young. people for the zeal you seem to
manifest, mixed with that loyalty and
patriotism which stirred men to action
to fight the battles of life and country of
more than fifty years ago. It took men.
We made men out of boys, just such boys
as you are, who went to the front, in the
old Normal Regiment, and as a humble
member of t hat old fighting organization,
I am p roud to state, that we did our
duty, and when we old Normal students
returned to our Alma Mater, we could
g ive a credible account of our acts and
doings.
And why should we not accomplish
things, with Gen. Chas. E. Hovey, as
our commander, with such Capta ins of
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Companies, as Potter, Moore, Gill, Lewis,
Pope, Elliott, Lippincott, Dutton, not
forgetting my great comrade, Capt. J .
H . Burnham of Bloomington, who ordered his men to ' 1 fire low'', in order to
protect his detail which was sent to recapture a ca11non 1 taken by the enemy.
I might add, that Captain Burnhat11
altho not great in sV\ture, comma11d~d
100 men, who did do things, and was not
considerd small by his u1en.
The presenting of our old Cot11t11ander1s sword, to the museum of the University is quite appropriate, by Mrs.
Hovey, whom we all loved. It _was she,
iu those days of ''hard lessons,'' ''lack of
fun ds,'' hard times and later. when war
came upon us, that watched over us,
with that motherly anxiety and loving
tenderness, which permeated her very
existence.
Mrs. Hovey claimd the whole 33d
Regiment as ''her boys'', and we were
proud of her ownership, and she watcht
us all thru that terrible conflict, seeming•
ly with the interest of a natural mother.
Now you invite me to be present on
this occasion, which I would much enjoy,
but I do not kttow as I can be there, for
reasons I might give. But wh~n that
sword and equipment is presented by
Mrs. Hovey I remember it never was surrender ed. It's point, and not the h ilt,
was toward the enemy, held by a true
strong right arm, which was attacht to
a body, which commanded soldiers who
never took a backward step in action. I
might add, that I am no speaker, and
would be a misfit on your occasi~n ,
altho I would like to be present if it is
in day time.
I am yours very truly,
E. M. PIKE,
Late .Or d. Sergt. "A" Co. ,
33d Normal Regt.

*'**

From Harve y J. Dutto n, '61.

Zephryshill, Fla., Jan. 6, 1913
Your favor of Dec. 18th informing me
of the proposed program for the an nual
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celebration of Founders' Day, Feb. 18th
next, and asking me to be present and
take part in those exercises is before me.
In repl y would s,,y that it would a fford me great plesure to meet and to
greet the surviving members of the
school of Hovey's time whose acqllaint·
ance I made and whose memories I still
fondly cherish; but circumstances will
not permit me to be with you.
My wife's h elth is such that a trip to
the north , especially at this season of the
year, would be extremely hazardous, and
I cannot leave her.
Consequently I
must take the alternativ and, as you sug•
gest, write son1ething.
I was personally u nder the leadership
o f Mr. Hovey the greater part of four
years as a student, and more than a year
as a soldier. One of General Hovey's
characteristics which imprest me very
forcibly,
both at Normal and in
tht! army was Hovey as a disciplinarian. Just here let me say that I
knew Hovey socially not at all. As a
teacher not as I knew Potter, and Moore,
and Hewett, and Dr. Sewall; but as a
disciplinarian I knew him quite well. I
can demonstrate this by relating an
incident that occurd during my student
life. It was, I think, in the spring of
'59, one of those balmy spring u1ornings
when the lure of the woods and fields
and streams come strongly into the hart
of the city folk.
Three of us, C. D .
Irons, J. L . Spaulding- both of whom
have "past over the River,., and myself
met in the assembly room in Major's
Hall a little early and w ith scarcely a
thought of the consequences, determind
to 1 'run away from school ''; so off we
went into the woods and down to the
creek. We gatherd wild flowers. We
baskt in the sunshine on grassy banks.
\1/e went in swimming,-the temperature
of t he water but little above freezing
point, which came near enuf being a
sure•enuf water cure. And so past
the morning hours.
About noon we returned to our rooms.
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During the noon hour the question of an
excuse for the absence was discust, as
we were intending to go back to school in
the afternoon. In this discussion nothing
offerd seemrl plausible until one of us, I
cannot say which one, suggested that we
finish up the day visiting schools. H appy
thought! In our anxiety to become proficient teachers. a desire to see methods
practist by other teachers was surely
commendable and would, we argued, appeal strongly to the higher power.
So we spent the afternoon visiting two
or three of the city schools, but returnd
to the Hall for our books just at the closing hour that we might prepare our
lessons for the next day. We realized
that there was one lesson for the next
day for which we had no text book but
we fell that the preparation had been made.
That lesson came the next morning,
when, just after the opening exercises it
was announst that President Hovey desired the presence of C. D. Irons, J. L.
Spaulding, and H. J. Dutton in his room
on the floor below. In our entrance to
the room designated we found the President examining some papers. He lookt
up and, without a word, pointed us to
seats, then resumed his work. Presently, with a few pointed questions, and
more very pointed looks he got from us
the true moth· for our escapade. Then,
as the re9orters say, 11 in a few well
chosen remnrks," pointed out to us the
enormity of the offense ( the penalty for
which was expulsion) , and the necessity
for thoro disciplin, in a school such as
he proposed the Normal should be. He
gave no opportunity for our prearranged
speeches, not even to sugg~st that we
had alredy tried the "water cure" for
our malady. I will not attempt to describe our feelings as we listend to his
words or during the impressiv silence
which followd. Finally he told us to return to our classes, that for the present
sentence was suspended.

So far as I remember no further mention of this case was made; but to me the

lesson was a valuable one. In after
years in control of men in the army, and
of children in the public schools, Hovey's
' manner of dealing with this case would
come to me as an inspiration.
An instance of Hovey disciplining a
regiment comes to my mind, but fearing
that I have alredy overtaxt your patience
will close this unstudied attempt with
the kindliest greetings to all survivors of
the "Normalites of Hovey's time" and
especially to Burnham , Gove, and Walker of the class of '61 , The class of '60 I
also remember with the kindliest feelings.
I am very truly yours
H. ]. DUTTON.

* *"·

From Elizabeth Carleton, '61.

3200 Stevens Avenue,
Minneapolis, Minn.,
Jan. 14, 1913.
You ask me to write something for
this celebration , but what shall I select
iron1 so many interesting !!vents?
It is certainly due General Hovey to
celebrate ~Founders' Dny in his honor;
for, except for his persistent efforts, our
loved Normal might never have been.
His keen foresight was an inspiration to
others who did not d ream of the future
greatness of the school, nor of its n1any
graduates who have attaind distinction.
General Hovey always seemd in deep
thought. but I once saw him smile when
a silly girl remarkt about the golden
beauty of the "goose' 1 on his epaulet.
He was not demonstrativ, hut when
you found his hart it was a big one. We
owe him unlimited gratitude.
While
stationd at Iron Mountain for a time,
knowing that his wife was sick, insted of
simply saying "I am sorry," he at once
orderd h er doctor to look after her. Action was his characteristic.
Mrs. Hovey. sometimes cald "Dot,"
interested in everything pertaining to
the school, was a great favorit.
Professor Hewett, another pioneer of
those early times, and who later became
president, tho diminutiv in size, as the
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valuable'packages are apt to be, was
broad-minded, yet always demanded exactness of statement, and sometimes got it.
D r . Sewall, always good-natured and
practical, gave many a good lesson on
going thru the world with eyes open to
see interesting t h ings in nature. I have
seen h im':,pick out and eat .th e meat of
disagreeable looking seed pods along the
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key, which had been markt, and the
music procederl. H·e lookt quite "sot up"
with the honor.
Wh en General Hovey moved into his
new home, some of us thought it quite
proper to serenade h im; so with song
books in hand, we followed a lantern to
a favorable spot anrl sat down, pr epared

Be afraid of sweet

to 1nake hevenly tnusic. We were pleas<l
with our success, when Captain Burnhan1

tasting plants, not of t hose of bitter

cald from an npper window saying,

tast e.''

''We've just moved in an<l have nothing
but pickles or we would treat you.'' Int•
agin our rlisappointment the next morning, on learning that the whole family
were so sooth<l by ou r music that they
slept thru it all. Wasterl talent and
wasted candle!
Of t he long and valuable servises of
Gastman, Walker, Hull , Burnham, D utton and Gove you read in the Alumni
Register.
When Henry Norton went to San Jose
to teach in the Normal School , purely on
recommendation, the "wise ones" shook
their heels; but a few days ' work showd
his worth in surpassing the recommendation . I have seen him run his eyes clown
the pages of a book, in little more time
than it required to wink and when he
reacht the last page he knew all that he
wanted to know of the book and could
tell it.
Mr. Walker need not fear getting lost,
for having superintended the Rockford
schools t wenty-nine years he can harrllv
find a spot in the country where som-e
former pupil cloes not greet hiw.

sidewalk .

He said,

11

Knowin g that Professor Hewett was a
great friend of negroes, Dr. Sewall drest
up as one after dark one night, black
face and all, and rapt at Prof. Hewett's
side door , asking protection. Of course
Professor Hewett was interested at once,
wondering what he could do for the po6r
black man. After par leying a while the
sell was exposed and all in the deal were
treated to dough nuts.
President Edwards, grand in mind as
in stature, the first t ime h e arose to speak
showd such wonderful personality, that
every listener was thrild. ''Who is that?''

was the quest ion that flew thru the
audience.

To Professor Potter, afterwards Colonel
in the Normal Regiment, I owe much of
n1y success in teaching. Parents were
so interested in my reading classes that
they visited th e school to hear the
reading.
Old Major's Hall, which first housd
this institution, was like a chicken coop
compar ed with the present stately bildings, al)d t he material helps for teachers
and students were almost nothing when
compared with those rich tresures now
free to all. But we of those heroic times
workt hard, and many have shown grand
results. Read ti1eir history.
I once heard Captain Burnliam say, 11 !
study lik e a house afire, awhile, then
take a brisk walk, then study ~gain with
thoughts all concentrated on the subject.'•
I never knew him to pose as a n1usician,
but one n ight at society meeting, before
the pianist arrived, he toucht the proper

E. C.

***
From John Van Neu Standish
Pioneer Educator of Illinois, One of t he
"Old Guard"
Galesburg, Ill., January 7, 1913.
I am happy to receive your k ind invitation to be present at your celebration
of Fonnrler's Day at Normal, Februar y
18, and I thank you for it. It would
give me great plesure to be with yon on
that occasion and to participate in those
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festivities; but as I think of it this
m oment, my presence n1ust be inarkt
doutful. I will come if I can.
Memory is busy with me today. I like
to think of the struggles and battles in
the cause of education here in Illinois
fifty years ago. Our schools were i n
their in fancy, scatterd here and ther e
over t his vast expanse of almost unbroken
and uncultivated prairie. Our colleges,
too, were wanting in the necessary equipments for a complete education, and
many of them were struggling to live.
Extreme poverty seemd to be their port ion. H ere we were then, i n this great
state virtually without a school system,
without proper school laws, wit hout suitable school h ouses, and without any appliances which are a necessity in a thoro
education.
I like to think of my "associates" in
the cause of early education in this state.
Most of that famous band of teachers
have past across the river to higher
duties and gr ander scenes, and I fee l at
times that I am standing like a Jone tree
on the broad plain. There was Bateman
who was superintendent of Public Instruction for fourteen years and President
of Knox College for twenty-two years.
There was Richard Edwards who for
many years was Pr esident of the Normal
Univ.ersity, whose eloquent tung was an
inspiration to thousands of teachers.
There was W. H. Wells, Superintendent
of Chicago schools. There was old Professor Turner of Jacksonville, whose
school libraries, Osage Orange H edges,
a nd l 'Turnerisms'' of speech will never
be forgotten . There was B. G. Roots,
that eccentric and Hod<l" character, the
J oseph of Egypt. There was Simeon
Wr ight, the "body-guard" of Hovey.
And with a host of others I must mention
lastly Charles E. H ovey, the Oliver
Cromwell of his day and generation in
the public schools of Illinois.
I first saw Mr. H ovey at the State
Teachers' Associations, held in Chicago
in 1856. \Ve became firm friends and

workt side by side in the interests of the
public schools until he left t he state.
During this time he was editor of " The
Illinois Teacher'' which position he held
for two years. He was an indomitable
worker and never inaugurated or took
hold of a thing he did not carry thru.
H e was a natural leader of men, full of
plans and schemes.
He was a fi ne
scholar, good teacher, and a lovable
man. Altho dee! he yet speaks. H is
work here is his 111011 ument.
When editor of t he 11 l llinois Teacher''
Mr. H ovey wrote an article ,:,nd~r the
caption "Who shall be Principal of the
Normal Univer sity?" He bestows u pon
his "ideal" 1nan twel v qualitiesresident of Illinois; thoro scholar; accom plisht teacher; large experience; good
co1nn1011 sense; gentle111anly bearing;
execntiv ability; judge of human nature;
skilful disciplinarian; tireless enthusiasm;
directness of purpose; and a big soul.
In looking over these "elemen ts" of
character , and from my knowledge of
the man, I can truly say t hat Charles E .
Hovey, in a markt degree, possest all
these qualities. He was certainly the fit
man to be the first Principal of the State
Normal University. It may be interesting her~ to give the names of the first
Faculty. There were two assistants-Ira
Moore and David Goodwin, a teacher o f
music C. M. Cady, a nd a teacher in the
Model School- Mary Brooks.
In your Jetter you ask me to "say
something about myself. " I have not
time to say much, and there is not much
to say.
I was born in Woodstock, Vermont in
1825; in my early years workt on a farm;
thoroly educated in the public schools,
academies, and college; graduated at
Norwich University (a State Instit ution )
in 1847; taught in the district schools o f
New England several years; was cald to
the Professorship of Mathematics a nd
Astronomy in Lombard University,
Galesburg, Illinois, in 1854; was Professor or President forty-one years, with
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a range of studies embracing nearly t he
whole
college
curriculum,-dassics,
111athenrntics, sciences, literature, etc.,
seventy d istinct branches in all; workt
in the cause of.education here in Illinois
many years, holding teachers' institutes
and lecturing from Lake and Jo Daviess
counties on the north to Macoupin and
Union counties on the south; was elected
president of the State Teachers Association at Ottawa in 1859 and presided at
Quincy in 1860, have been president of
our Park Commission for thirty-six years;
president of our Improvement Society
for fourteen years; president of Hope
Cemetery Board, etc., etc.
In these young and beautiful years that
I an1 now experiencing I an1 not idle;
nor am I tired or lazy. I am still at work.
I ,un investigating the higher principles
of philosofy and chemistry and kindred
branches. I am still teaching and working for the people. The work of education is just begun and I pray that each
generation as it comes upon the stage of
action tnay be better and wiser than the
one preceding it.
I am about the last of the "Old Guard"
and I close by wishing you a g lorious
time on your "Founders Day. " Please
give my kindest regards to Dr. Felmley
and accept the same for yourself.
Yours very truly
John Van Ness Standish.
Galesburg, Ill., January 8, 1913.
You may not understand what I mean
by the "Old Guard." I will explain.
About a dozen or fifteen of the leading
educator s of the state formed themselves
into a company called the "Old Guard."
It was the business of the members to
look after certain educational interests
and to see that proper officers should be
elected in the State Teachers' Association.
J. V. N. Standish.
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"Old D ay a": By Elizabeth Carle ton, '61
Minneapolis, Minn.
(In the "Ol<l Tirue" Spe lling.)

Pres. Hovey worked like a Trojan for this
our school,
Ignoring, for self, each protective rule,
Hence, this Alma Mater, we now have so
grand ,
And think it the noblest, in all the Janel.
His wife, most lovingly called "Little
Dot,''
Was kindly to friends, and to those
who were not.
We loved her as if she were sister dear,
And ne'er did we stand in awe or in
fear.
Dr. Edwards enthused whenever be spoke
Was always sincere though loving a
joke,
His stature was g rand , as well as his mind
And thoughts be expressed in words
most refined.
Many valued things are done up quite
small,
And Prof. Hewett, though he was not
tall,
Had a mind quite equal to great ones all
He taught us exactness, whate're we
did,
And from his sharp eyes, not a thing
could be hid.
John Cook was a scion of good old
stock,
And still does his duty as firm as a rock,
He finally took a leap from the fold,
And now is prized in DeKalb as pure gold.
Another old boy now lives in Champaign,
And of his good work, I hear none complain.
He associates with bugs where' er they
are found,
In trees, in the fields, c1nd even in the
g round,
\Ve owe to him 1nuch for saving our
fruits
And in his school work he's 1nakiug recruits.
Walker stands head of State Normal
school board,

Illinois St... Univenity

l.ilmlry
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But in his fair fame, no pride has e1er
soare<l,
Friends Gastman, Raymond, French,
Norton and Gove,
By faithful perseverance, one fact prove ;
The grandeur of train ing in t his onr
school,
Which taught from nature, to make many
a tool.
Dr. Stevenson- Sally, her name,
Acquir ed, as physician, well deserved
fame .
Dr. Fred Cotton, 'mong Chicago's best
Now has retired for well deserved rest,
Except,
when in consultation is
called,
To save sjck children, when doctors are
stalled .
In days, long gone, were no street cars
as now,
And to our good walkers, we had to bow
Unless Mr. Pike, with his light spring
rig,
Took u~ back and forth which made us
feel big,
As we ahuost flew o'er the two mile
road,
Needing not the use of the cruel goad,
Quite unlik e the nights when we had
to walk,
For though our walkers refused to balk,
Our dresses of lawn, hung like wet
dish rags,
And could have been rolled in very small
bags.
Knowing Prof. Hewett 'IS the uegro's
friend,
Dr . Sewall, resolved, a while to spend
In dressing himself, black face, and all
And then, on good Prof. Hewett, to call.
The sell was more perfect than we had
thought,
And so, Prof. . Hewett was much over
wrought.
He scarcely could plan what be ought
to do,
When quickly, the sell, he clearly saw
through.
He laughed and we laughed, till
doughnuts appear ed,

And most heartily, all the Dr. cheered.
Of noted ones, I've not mentioned half
My machine dropped down in t he well
to quaff
The nectar that never intoxicates,
And never charges extravagant rates
Now it has told you a ll that it knows,
And will stop, ne'er touching upon life's
woes.
For liberal patronage, attention
kind,''
Thanks, from this old fashioned girl
you'll find,
What is writ is writ, prithee take it
And what you'd have it, make it.
A long ago,
E lizabeth Carleton, '61.
11

'
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*-x-*
[From I,yman B. Kellogg, '64, lawyer,
Emporia, Kan., President Kansas S tate
Normal School '65-71, State Senator .)
Mr. Chairman:
My recollection of C. E. Hovey, the
first President of this Normal University
is that of a reservd, silent man, of great
executiv and administrativ ability. This
ability was demonstrated in the organization of the school, and the construction
of this first, now central, school bilding.
Mr. Hovey's mind was accustomd to
strenuous effort and the doing of large
things. With an actual school of 60 or
75 students, he wanted a bilding large
enuf for 600 or a thousand.
When constr ucted, this edifis was the
largest normal school bilding in the
United States. Those of Massach usetts
were infants by comparison. And within
four years of its comp1etion, there were
three hundred students in attendance,
notwithstanding the great civil war was
in progress and its honord president was
at the front.
Such growth and progress can be accounted for only by the indomitable will
and enterprise of the great Founder and
the noble band of teachers and students
who surrounded him a nd held up his
hands in those early days of the institution.

HON. NEWTON BAT EMAN

H ON . JESSE W. FELL

Member State Board of Education, 1859-75
State Superintendent. 1859-63; 1866-75

Loyal and Able Worker with President Hovey
1857-61.
Member Boarj of Education, 1867-73

H ON . S IMEON WRIGHT

H ON. S. W. MOUL TON

Member Board of Education, 18 57-65
"Father of the Wrightonian Society"

Member State Board of Educ ation, 1857 -8 1
President of Board, 1857-65; 1867-76

A GROUP OF EMINENT CO-WORKERS WITH C. E. HOVEY
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General H ovey's servises in the war
were of such high character and efficiency that, entering the army as Colonel
of the 33rd Illinois, he was soon promoted to the high rank of commancler of
a brigade with the title, Rrigadier General. He returnd to private life with the
highest regard and esteem of his fellow
workers in the educational field and of
his comrades in tnilitary servis.
This University, the S tate of Illinois,
and the Nation this day, unite in doing
honor to his memory. And so, here is to
the g reat teacher as the school remem bers him, and to the great soldier as the
Nation regards him.
'.\fay I be permitted a word of personal
remembrance of the artist to whose
skild and deft fingers we ar e all
so much indetted for this truthful and
enduring portrait in oil of Presi<lent
Hovey?
In the year 1863, fifty years ago, E . C.
Messer and I wer e privileged to live together at the home of C. E. Hovey here
at Normal. He was then teaching art
and music in Normal and Bloomington,
and I was a student of t his school.
My first visit to the Corcoran Ar t Gallery in Washington was in 1874 upon the
invitation of my old fri end and associate,
Clarence Messer. Our special errand was
to see that beautiful marble by Hiram
Powers (or was it Story?} cald " T he
Gr eek Slave," then recently acquired by
the Corcoran gallery. General Hovey was
then living in Washington, and E. C.
Messer and I were privi1eged to cRll upon
him at his residence that day.
And now, craving the honor to send
greeting toal'l the friends of this splendid
institution and its illustrious founder,
may the great sch ool go on waxing
stronger and better to the end of time;
a1id may the memory of this g reat
founder be ever cherisht as o ue of its g reat
possessions.
Lyman B. Kellogg.

***

Olathe, Johnson Co., Kansas,
January 14, 1913.
gladly contribute to the memory of
C. E. Hovey as one of t he early and
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earnest supporters of education in Illi nois, the tall, dark, stern ma n I first
knew as principal of the school in the
fall of 1857, a position he held till the
fall of 1861, when he r esignd to become
Colonel of the 33rd Infantry. As an
educator he was one o f the best I have
ever known. It was a g reat work start•
ing a school of this kind.
Of the old graduates I r emember Miss
Peterson , Fanny \1/ashburn, Mr. Gast•
man, Hull, Howell, Hays, H arper, and
Philbrook, and later Burnham, Norton,
Kellogg and Roots, each of whoin added
to the good work of University students.
Yours truly,

JAMES F.

R IDJ,ON .

•·**

From Dr. Samuel Willard
[Dr. Willard was t eacher of language
and history in the I. S. N . U. , 1858 to
1861. H e was surgeon in the 97th I. V .
I. After t he war he was superintendent
of public schools in Springfield, a nd
founder of the Springfield Public Library.
For many years o f his life he was a leading t eacher of h istory in the high schools
of Chicago. He is now 92 years of age.]
Noni-Since work was begu n on this
issue of the Qt:ARTERLV Dr. Willard died
at his home 111 Chicago Feb. 10, 1913.
I have waited long in ·hope that I
might answer your req uest for February
18, affirmativly; but at last I must say
"No." My helth weakens as the winter
comes on, making me weaker and 010re
"painful", litera11y. ·

Another consideration that does not
count much-I know not much ·of
Hovey's life before 1854 and a fter the·
war; but the essayist can search out and
place that. W.hat makes me refuse is
the fact that d isease is g ripping me with
increasing severity.
Hovey founded the Normal School
thru much personal effort in which he
had activ and strong helpers: Bateman,
W.F.N.Arny,Bronson Murray, Jesse Fell
and others. • But t hey were united upon
him as the central chain u pon which to
hold. That I should make t he central
thought in any address I sh ould try to
write.

UNIVERSITY FOR THE QUARTER
Miss J. Rose Colby's picture accompanied by a sh ort sketch appears in the
Jan uary issue of the
Mias Colby
University of MichiHonord in Ann
gan Aluu1nus under
Arbor Alumnus
the title 1 'S0111e En1i-

Miss Carney has written that she is
having a most delightful time amidst the
hospitable southern people.
She has
had se,·eral conferences with the Secretary of Agriculture Wilson and various
agricultural comm ittees.

nent \Vomeu Among

Our Alumni.'' This public recognition
by the University of the unusual ability
and success of Miss Colby is only another
expression of the deep esteem and respect
everyone who has ever known her has
always felt for her. Although the I. S.
N . U. can not claim Miss Colby as au
alumnus, it counts it as a great privilege
to h ave her as a Faculty member and
feels an unpayable det o f gratitude for
h er devoted, efficient servis as Instructor
and P r eceptress.
- Miss Mabel Carney, Director of the
Rural School Department is now attending the National Corn
Mi11s Car ney at
Exposition at ColumNational Corn
bia, S. Carolina. Miss
Expoaition
Carney was askt to
have a Country L ife
Exhibit there and was g iven the requisit funds.
One of the main features
of her exhibit consists of a large sand
table, showing the farm laid off in different c rops, a model farm house, bar n,
school, church, etc. There is also the
''hard'' road leading fron1 house t o
church and to the consolidated school.
The farmer in h is auto and a tally ho
carrying th e children of the district to
the school, add to the "np to dateness"
of the farm .
Besides th~ model farm Miss Carney
also has the model for a country school
house that was prepared two or three
years ago for the State of Illinois under
the direction of the State Superintendent
at an expense of several hundred dollars.

The Faculty teas which have been
given every Tuesday afternoon have been
well attended and are
Faculty Teas
apparently
accomplishing their purpose. The stu<l~nts are becoming better
acquainted with the Faculty wives and
Faculty women as well as enlarging their
roll of student acquaintances. Usually
three or four good musical number s are
given. Tl 1ese combined with the sociability of the hosts and hostesses a nd the
"cup of tea", make the r eception roon1
an attractiv spot after a hard day's work.
On Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday,
January 8, 9 and 10, the Farmers' and
Teachers'
Institute
Farmers' and
met at the Normal
Teachers' Ass o• University. A splenciation
did, program was given
which the students of
Normal were thus able to enjoy along
with the farmers a nd teachers. An1ong
the speakers on the farm problems were
Prof. W. C. Coffey on "The Sheep and
Wool Industr y, 11 E. L. Steven son fron1
Urbana on "Opportunities of the Farmers" and Prof. A. W. Nolan on "Education in Agriculture."
Dr. Bagley of the University of Illinois
spoke twice on F r iday to the teachers.
His subjects were "Some Present Crises
in Education'' and ''Class Room Management. " Dr. Bagley is one of the ablest
speakers in the state and the privilege oi
hearing him was greatly a ppreciated.
Classes for observation were taught i n
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th e Training School at
hours in the day.

two different

A large number of

teachers were present and seemd to consider the meeting an unusually success-

ful one.

present seemd to enjoy the paper and
the discussion that followd.
It was
apparent however, that the "old war
horses" of the Normal School faculties
were not so much at home in the discus•

sion of this topic ns they ar e with more
On Tuesday evening, January 14, Dr.

Galloway, President of Milliken University,
addrest
the
Dr. Galloway's
Parents' and Teachers'
Address
Club of the Training
School on ''Sex Hygiene." His talk was exceding-ly interesting

and containd many helpful

suggestions as to the time and method of
approaching this st1bject with yung
people. Ou the next day Dr. Galloway
spoke to the students at General Assembly on "The Nature and Evolution of

You."

His talk was one of the best that

have been given this year.

On January 27 at· Genernl Exercises,
Col. S. L . Brengle, of the Salvation Army,
addrest the students
Col. Brengle'•
on the work of the
Address
Salvation Ar my . Col.
Brengle had himself
enterd the servis twenty-five yen.rs ago
just after he ba,l finisht at one of the
leading theological schools i n Indiana
and was in charge of a church. Therefore he was well qualified to speak of the
origin of the movement, its growth, and
its wonde rful work among the masses
everywhere.

The Normal School Council held its
annual meeting in Peoria in connection

with the State Teachers' Association and
its progrnm was a <lis•
tinct departure from
the usual type. The program consisted
of ~ paper reel by Dr. E . N . Transeau,

The Normal
S ch ool Cou ncil

professor of botany in the Charleston
Normal SchOQl on the su bject, "The
Passing of the Teleological Explanation
in Science. "

Dr. Transeau handled the

subject exceptionally well and every one

d istinctly Normal school questions.

Mr.

J.

L. Pricer spent one week of the

holiday vacation in attending the meet•
ing of The Americn11
Mr. Pricer a t
Association for the AdCleve land
vancement of Scie11ct!

at Cleveland,

Ohio.

He reports nn excellent meeting nnd also
that among t he men of science ·present,
he met three I. S . N. U. alumni as fol-

lows: -Dr. John P. Stewart of J:'ennsylvania State College, Dr. William Crocker,
and Mr. Lee Knight of the University of
Chicago.
·E ach school has fetes and festivities
peculiarly its own. The unusual charm

of last year's ChristPie rrot's V o w

mas Fete made every
one ho p e the Dramatic
Club would make this entertainment a
perm:rnent feature in I. S. N . U . life.
The
announcement
o f "Pierrot's

Vow" for December 13 a nd 14, as a
Christmas play was welcomed by the
whole school.
Every one knew that it meant not on1y

a play but holly and smilax and Christmas cheer-''rapport,'' to be learned and
to quote Mr. Hagley-a fine, wholesome
spirit o f everyone's helping everyone
else to make everyone happy.
The auditorium once more touched by

Yule-tide magic was softened by festoons
of wild smilax.

T h ese hung from the

balcony and strayed from there to every
bare corner of the room . Masses of poinsettias blossomed luminautly on ambi•
tious vines of smilax-a sure s ign that
Christmas was coming.

For the pretty Christmas play, "Pierrot's Vow," th e Dramatic Club is indeted
to Miss O,ven , who cast the French fairy
tale into dramatic fonu.
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The wonderful court, with its king and
queen, and its inevitable princess, the
court ladies, the villagers, and pierrettes
made a charming background for the action of the play.
Mr. Joseph Bunting as Pierrot did the
excellent work which bas characterized
him in all his appearances.
The children of the Training School,
under Miss Thompson's direction, follcwd
their favorit, Pierrot, and were indis•
pensable members of the cast, giving to
the play a true holiday tone.
Every department of I. S. N . U. Normal, high school, and training school,
was represented. This means that many.
people were respo nsible for the success
of the entertainme nt. To all these, who
believe in keeping alive the Christmas
spirit, particularly to Miss Owen a nd
Miss Ela as their leaders, I. S. N. U. extends grateful appreciation.
A deep shadow fell upon the school
and the community when it became
known that on ThursD eth of Faculty day evening January
Me mber
16th deth had taken
from us Miss Verna
Coleman, director of physical tra ining at
the Illinois State Normal University.
She had been sick with typhoid fever for
about six weeks. Until a few days before
her deth, it was hoped that she would be
able to withstand the disease. At that
time it became evident that serious complications bad arisen . All that could be
done to save h er life was done, but it
was unavailing. She slipt away from us
quietly and peacefully after a brave
struggle.
Miss Coleman·s home was in N ebraska
where she had livd during nearly all of
her life. She was a graduate of the University of Nebraska. She came to Nor•
mal at the beginning of the present
school year with excellent preparation
for her work, and enterd upon her duties
with an earnestness and an energy that
promist well for the departmer.t. She

was conscientious and thoro in her work.
She was held in high esteem by st udents,
members of faculty, and ot hers in the
community who had become acquainted
with her. Her bright, cheery ways and
her quiet, gentle bearing won many
friends in school, in social and in church
circles. Altho Miss Coleman was with
us for only a short time, we feel that her
life among U!- was not in vain. Lives
such as hers are never 1ivd in vain. She
was a young wo111an of strong Christian
character and true worth. To really
know her was to respect and love her-.
Sonowing over our own loss, we truly
sympathize with Miss Coleman's friends
and loved ones in other places who so
deeply mourn the loss of this estimable
young wotnan.
On J anuary 23rd State Superintendent
Francis Blair and the County Superin'
tendents from Central
County Superin- Illinois met at the
tendents' Banquet Normal for their annual meeting. At night
they were given a banquet by the Faculty
of the Normal University. This was followd by a discussion of the new State
Course of Study, the Needs of the Rural
Teachers and the Normltl Courses for the
Rural Teachers. Twenty-five superintendents were present. The next day
they visited the training school. - At
General Exercises several addrest the
student body, among whom were D. F.
Nichols, Logan County; S. D. Salzgiver,
Kankakee County; Walter A. Paxson,
Putman County.
Mr. E. C. Messer, the painter of the
Hovey portrait, is Principal of the Corcoran School of Art of
An A rtist of Note Washington, D. C.,
which position he has
held for eleven years. He is a painter
of both landscapes and portraits and
several years e.go the Corcoran Gallery
purchast one of his landscapes. He is an
aut?ority among the art circles of Wash-
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iogton which have been rapidly developing under his direction ·and encouragement. Io his earlier lift Mr. Messer
studied in New York, Philadelphia and
Paris under many eminent teachers.
The winter meeting of the Illinois
School Masters' Club was held in Normal on February 7th
lllinoi1 School
and 8th. The followMaste ra' Club
ing was the program:
FRIDAY EVENING

" The Meaning and Possibilities of the
Reorganized State Teachers Association."
Discussion by Principal W. R. Hatfield,
Chicago; Secretary G. W. Conn, Woodstock; President David Felmley, Normal.
"A Brief Discussion of Stat istical Reports from City Schools" Superintendent F. G. Blair.
SATURDAY MORNING

" T he Conference Vocational Bill," R.
E . Hieronymus, Eureka; "Legislation to

Fix the Status and Tenure of City Superintendents,'' Superintendent C. M. Bardwell, Aurora; "Report of Committee on
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Sex Hygiene," Dr. Thomas Galloway,
Decatur.
The County Superintendents' Leag of
Illinois met in Bloomington on Friday,
Januar y 24, and comCo unty Superin- pleted its organizatendenta' Le ag
lion. A body of resotions which embody
the principles for which the leag stands
was adopted. The following officers were
elected:
President - E. C. Pruitt , Sangamon
county.
Vice-President-John L . Costley, DeWitt county .
Secretary-Treasurer- Eva B. Batterton,
Menard county.
Executiv Committee-D. F. Nichols,
Logan county; Roy L. Moore, Woodford
county; C. H . Root, Grundy county.
Legislativ Committee-D. P. Hollis,
Pike county: M. M. Cook, Fulton county;
W. W. Coulas, De Kalb county; R . 0.
Clarida, Williamson county; B. C. Moor e,
McLean county.

OUR REQUEST OF THE LEGISLATURE
DAVID FELMLEY

The plans for the development of the Normal University for the
next two years, and for which means must be obtaind from the state
tresury include the following:
1.
The equipping and furnishing of the Thomas Metcalf Bilding.
The former appropriation of $125,000 will be entirely consumed in the
erection of the bilding and the bridge connecting it with the Main Bilding. Not coverd by the General Contract are the slate backboard, the
electric fixtures, program clocks, telefones, vacuum cleaner, lockers, offis
desks, school furniture, window shades, the equipment of the laboratories, the grading and n ew walks. These items will cost about $14,000.
The old Training School Bilding is to be fitted up for use as a
library. A new entrance will be cut in the south side directly opposit the
Main Bilding. A steel stack with capacity for 5,000 volumes will replace
the present east stairway. The second floor will be converted into a large
reading room 84x88 with the ceiling raisd in the central portion to a uniform hight of fifteen feet. The rooms of the lower floor and basement
will be used for the geografy department and for special library uses.
3. The Farm of ninety-five acres is to be provided with farm house,
dairy barn with silos,' and other farm bildings. It is proposed to use it
as a laboratory for the department of agriculture to demonstrate good
farming methods. When the Normal University was founded many of
its supporters were ardent advocates of agricultural education. . A portion of the University farm was originally donated "for practical experiments in agriculture." The time has now come with the new agricultural course well.establisht when the farm can be organized and managed
on a paying basis to demonstrate good farming methods in dairy farming
and the raising of pigs and poultry. Bildings, stock, and an intelligent
farmer are still needed. The initial expense will be $22,000.
4. A Woman's Bilding is needed to provide rooms for one hundred
girls and boarding accommodations for 200 students. We are approach ing the limit of suitable rooms in the private homes of Normal. In the
summer a student's room is but little more than a place to dress and sleep.
Hundreds of rooms are then available that are. not suitable for winter
quarters. Students often crowd together three and four in a room. Yet
even with these conditions about fifty of our 1632 students last J uly were
obliged to room in Bloomington.
The present enrolment in the Normal School and University High
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School is 791, of whom 25 1 are living at home. Beyond the requirements
of the 540 students now supplied, there is no large margin of eligible
rooms in houses with modern conveniences. Our attendance is eighty
larger than last year. At this rate of growth the new woman's bilding
will not accommodate two years' increase. The last number of the Quarterly set forth other benefits that would come from a \Voman's Bilding.
It will cost, furnisht , $100,000.
5. With the new Woman's Bilding must come a new heating plant
located on low ground at a greater distance from our bildings. It is not
practicable to enlarge our present plant to meet the growing needs of the
institution.
6. The old library is to be fitted up for a Department of Commercial education. High schools everywhere are establishing commercial
courses. Now here in our state is there any adequate provision for training teachers for such courses. Two teachers will be req uird at once for
this new department.
7. The growth of the school makes further additions to the faculty
necessary. The need is most pressing in the departments of Education,
Biology, Art, Music, and the Kindergarten. To pay the salaries of these
additional teachers, to increase some other salaries, to meet the increast
cost of fuel, light, power, janitor servis, etc., made necessary by the
growth of the school, at least $20,000 must be added to the ordinary
Expense Fund, making a total of $135,000.
8. A textbook library is to be provided from which books will be
rented to the students or sold at cost.
9. Extensiv repairs are needed in the old bildings--a new roof on
the Main Bilding, the painting of wood work, walls, and ceilings, some
new doors and new floors in the Main Bilding, the fitting up of a sepa·
rate offis for the president with other needed alterations and furnishings
will require about $8·,ooo.
The aggregate of appropriations requested is the largest in our history. Yet they are all vital to the efficiency of its work in training
teachers for t he public schools of our state.

STUDENT LIFE
On the evenings of January 9th, 10th,
and 11th, and the afternoon of the 12th
the men of the school
Y. M. C. A. Re· were ad,lrest by Mr.
ligioua Campaign A. J. Elliott of the
Student Department
of the International Young Men's Christian Association. Mr. Elliott was ass isted in his work by Mr. O. J;;. Pence of
the Illinois Y. M. C. A. and by activ
committees of the local association. A
large number of men were in attendance
· at the meetings each evening. As is well
known by the college men of America,
Mr. Elliott is a forceful and convincing
speaker, and he was no less so when in
our midst. Not in many <lays have the
men of the school been l ed to think so
seriously and resolve so highly on matters pertaining to the religious life as
iluring the series of meetings.
Mr. Elliott in his first meeting raised
the question whether the men before him
bad a big enuf motiv in entering the
important wor k of the teacher to carry
them through life. Later addresses dealt
with ''Sin" and "How to Gain The Victory" and "Quitters.,, The men were
deeply moved and applied these questions to themselves in a searching
manner. Beside bis public addresses,
Mr. Elliott spent much tiine in personal
conferences with students. As a visible
result of the meetings more than twenty
men made public confession of their de- ·
sire to lead a Christian life, and doutless
many other lives were q uickend spiritually.
To conserv the results of the meetings,
the local association has laid upon it a
bevy responsibility which is being undertaken in a most commendable manner.
Bible study classes are being organized
and more men are studying the Bible in
I. S. N. U. today than for many years.

A helpful spirit of co-operation prevails
among the men, and this mutual helpfulness is being renderd thru the local
organization.
Just before the holidays blotters were
given to the young women of the school
bearing the words "A
great time for the I.
The Firat One
S. N. U. Save the
Held Here
dates, January 9th to
13th." But not even the most enthusiastic and devoted promoters of the plans
for those elates had any adequate idea of
the valuable contribution that was to be
made to the life of the school thru the
religious campaiu conducted by the
Christian Association.
The principal worker among the young
women was the National Y. W. C. A.
Secretary for Secondary Schools, Miss
Elfaa Butler, of New York City, and she
was ably assisted by Lucy Helen Pearson,
the Student Secretary for the Central
Territory. Miss Butler is a woman o f
culture and experience, with strong convictions and broad sympathies.
Her
talks were practical , spiritual and inspirational, and designed to make her hearers think a nd act. Mr. Elliott, who was
the worker among the young men, gave
one address to the yo6.ng women. By his
keen, sympathetic discussion of the part
girls play in the making of men, his
hearers saw with clear . vision the power ·
of their influence.
Thruout the campain, an idea of
its value and meaning could have. been
obtained from the large attendance at the
meetings and tbe many words of ·appreciation. Stjll a much better evaluation
could be made if it. were possible to trace
and weigh all the resultant forces which
a re quietly, but surely and effectivly at
work in the lives of individuals, and in
the community life of the school.

MAIN BILDING
Erected under the direction of !'resident Hovey , 1857-61
'' When the campus was a potato patch and cornfield''

STUDENT LIFE
The meetings enlisted the interest and
suppor t of a large number of the faculty,
and they recognize the worth of t he work
accomplished.
It is most fitting that the first campain of this kind in any normal school
of th e country should be in this school,
where forty years ago the first students'
Young Wotnen's Christian Association
had its birth . By the careful organization
o f th e campain, the strength of the
speakers, and by the efficiency of the result s, t he I. S . N. U. has again demonstrated its right to be th e leader among
normal schools.
Joy reigns in the camp of Wrightonia
once more, as for the second time in succession the wearers of
Wrightonia
the purple and gold
Again Victorious have the right to float
their color s from the
tower of the m ain b uilding. The <lecis iv victory-five points to two only
servs to ad<l to the joy of winning.
Wrightonia now leads in contests won 27
to 22, and also has a lead in total points
that should stand for some time, 173 to
169.
In spite of the five to two scor e this
year the contest was close enuf that the
most ardent Wrightonian waited for the
announcement of the judges' decision
with considerable trepidation. As usual
it was expected that the debate, with its
two points, would turn the tide of victory; and as .the argument had been
m::tinly on the interpretation of the question, it was more that ordinarily diffi •
cult to tell what the judges were thinking .
All the jlldges agreed, h owever, that the
Wrightonian Debaters had the more
reasonable interpretation - and it was all
over for Philadelphia.
Of the other
points, \1/rightonia won the esS.1y, vocal
music, and oration; while the Philadel•
phians were successful in the instrument•
al music and reading. Except in the debate all th e decisions were two to one.

The most reliable figures show that the
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present record of contest fights is as follows:
Wrigh•
tonia.
No. Pts.

Philadelphia.
No. Pts.

27 173 22 169
Contests won
Debates won
30 60 22 44
Vocal music won
28 28 21 21
Instrumental music won 18 18 29 29
13 12 12
Essays won
13
Recitations won
10 10 12 12
22
22 21 21
Orations won
Paper s won
11
22 15 30
Wrightonian sh ut-outs1858-·Debate only.
1859-Debate and one other point.
1896- Seven points as at present.
Philadelph ian shut-outs:
1884-Points as at present.
Th,e program for the evening was as
follows:
Musica. \Vhither .. . .................................. Hawley
b. One Morning, Oh so Early
... Hawl'-Y
Girls' Glee Club
Debate-Resolvrd. That the sevaral states should
readjust their systems of taxation so as to ex~
empt from all taxation personal property a nd
improvements on land.
Interpretation-This exemption shall not extend
to incomes, inheritances. corporations and fran·
chises.
t Affirmative- ·
NegativeRueben Staker
Robert Grubb
Howard Johnson
Edward Freeman

Vocal SoloI Hear You Calling Me
..... Harold Har(./ord
F'ae Young
Vocal SoloCarmena ..... ............. ....... ...... H. Lane Wilson
Clara Clayton

INTERMISSION
Essay-·Social Value of the Moving Picture Show
Elsie Wetzel
Essay,
Pcogress Toward Social Justice
Henry Porter
Reading-Schiller's "Mary Stuart," Act 2, Scene 3
Natalie Chapman
Reading-Sohcab and Rostrum ... /lfatlhezv ArnQ!d
Evangeline Gillespie
Instrumental Soloa. Prelude....
. .... Raclwuninho.f/
b. Etude No. 9......
..Cliopm
Harry Andrews
Instrumental Soloa. La Gondola ..
. ...... He11seU
b. Rhapsodie Hongroise No. 11
Goldie HHes
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Oration.

Democracy and the Schools
Ralph Garrett

Oration.

Louis Pasteur
Elon A . Messenger

Musics. The Sweetest Flower That Blows ....... Hawl~y
b. Mighty Lak' a Rose

. ......... Neviu

Girls' Glee Club

Decision or JudgesLiterary- Charles H. Bennet, Peoria; 0 . C. Bailey, Lovington; O. L. Manchester, Normal.
Music-Miss Irene Wiefel. Decatur; Mrs. Ella C.

White, Danville; Mrs. Charles B. Foster, Bloomington.
t Philaddp/u'aus lead mall numben excct>t the de~
bau

Tho the contest was, as usual, hard
fought, internecine strife was not, as
usual, confined to individual and group
combats between \1/rightonians and
P hiladelphians. I n both camps there
were violently opposing factions, and the
unique spectacle was pr esented o f Wrigh•
tonians and Philadelphians uniting to
fight oth er Wrigbtonians and Pbiladelphians. It would take a story teller
with the power o f Plutarch and Gibbons
and Parkman combined to record all the
ins and outs of the various intrigues;
suffice it to say that the fight began with
the inter-society basket ball contest early
in December and was kept up bitterly
to the very end, the final stages centering about the g iving of ~omplimentary
tickets to the banquets to athletic and
literary contesta nts. The societies fin ally decided- wisely or unwiselyto
suspend the free list entirely .
The contest itself was mard by the
failure of the debaters to clash; only on
questions of interpretation was there any
real fighting. The wording of the question was primarily responsible; and as
the question came from Oshkosh the
fingers of dark suspicion points towards
that prince o f schemers, John H. Keith.
The other numbers on the program
1
were easily up to the usual standard of
excellence, and so nearly equal in merit
were the various opponents that the wise
gave up trying to read the minds of the
judges and waited with -..•ba t patience
they could command for e decisions.

Society Basket Ball Games- Dec. 12-13.

The basket-ball championship between
the two literary societies for th e year
1912-13 was won by two points by
the \.Vrightonians.
The g irls' game,
playd Thursday a fternoon, December 12,
was won by the Wrightonians by
a score of 32-11. The boys game, playd
F r iday evening. Dec. 13, was won by the
Philadelphians by a score of 33-14. Ad ding the scores, the Wrig hts have 46
points, the Phils 44. The line-up for the
girls was as follows:
Philadelphia
Wrightonia
Miss Kelly
r .f.
Miss Smith
Miss Scott
l.f. Miss Westhoff
Miss Ga.saway
Miss Crosby
c.
Miss Harrison r.g.
Miss Bush
Miss Skinner l.g.
Miss Ayers
Miss Dudgeon s.c.
Miss Brown
Referee- Chamberlain.
Umpire-Hart.
BOYS'

Kasbeer
r.f.
Kerrick
l.f.
Courtright c.
Westhoff
r.g.
Briggs
1.g.
Referee-Hinshaw.
Umpire-Rust.

Stout
Richards
Benjamin
S hotwell
Freed

On Wednesday afternoon, Jan. 16th ,
the fast I. S. N. U. team defeated t1ie
stocky Wesleyan team
The W esleyan
to the tune of 28 to 11.
At no time during the
is Defeated
game was Normal in
danger. T hey made six points before
Wesleyan got any; then Young, the
much tooted Wesleyan player, threw
his only basket giving Wesleyan two
points to relieve their goose egg. This
two stood for them the rest of the half
while Normal piled up eight more points.
Score 14-2.
During t he 2nd half Wesleyan braced
a little and made nine points,but Normal
kept on playing a good game and doubld
their score- 28-11.
Westhoff and Briggs pla,yed t he best
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game for Nor mal, while Elliott was Wesleyan 's most consistent player. It was
great sport to th e Normal fans to see
Westhoff hold "Brick" Young clown to
one field goal, and at the same time cage
four himself. In fact the playing of the
all•state Captain was rather a suprise to
all. Courtright played good ball thruou t
but luck seemd to be against him. Benjami n and Kasbeer played a very good
game . The former rather sh owd up the
\-Vesleyan captain. The score:
Normal
Kasbeer, r .f.
Benjamin, I. f .
Courtright, c.
Briggs, r.g.
Westhoff, Lg.
Total

F.B. F.T. T.P.
0
0
6
0

4

0

6
8
6
0
8

11

6

28

3
4
0
0
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Wesleyan

You ng, r .f.
Hufford, r . f.
Elliott, I. f.
Wollrab, c .

F.B. F.T. T.P.
0
2
l
0
l
1
4
2
0

Hinshaw, r.g.

0
0

2

0
0

Rusi, r.g.

0

0

Calhoun, 1.g.

0

0

Total

5

2

11

Refer ee-Woolston, Illinois.

Scorers-Muhl, Lyon.
T imer-Telford.
Score--Normal 28; \Vesleyan 11.

DETH OF EARLY FACULTY MEMBERS
Mrs. Martha Duff Lee Haynie, 86
years old, I n structor in the I. S. N. U.
from 1866-86, died February 9th at the
home of her son, W m . Duff Haynie 4636
Drexel Boulevard. Mrs. H ay nie was
assistant in the high school for ten years
and then Instructor of Modern Languages
for ten years. She was the teacher of
many prominent men, Vice-President
Henr y McCormick, President Edmund
James, \Villiam Hawley Smith, Frank
McMurry , etc., being among the list.

·•**
Dr. Samuel Willard was born i n
Lunenburg, Vermont, Dec. 30, 1821.
At the age of ten years, he moved with
his parents to Carrollton , Ill., and the
remainder of his life was spent in this
state. He attended Shurtleff College
and graduated from the Illinois College
at J acksonville in 1843. Later he studied
tnedicine and practist it for ten years
from 1848-58 when he took charge of the
Department of languages at the I. S. N.

U . In 1862 he resignd h is position to enter the war, soon receiving the commission of surgeon with rank of major.
After the w:i.r he was appointed Superintende nt of Schools of Springfield and
meanwhile assisted in foundi ng the
Springfield public library . I n 1870 he
accepted the professorship of history in
the West Side High School, Chicago
which position he held until he resignd
in 1898.
Thruout his life Dr. Willard was an
u ntiring literary worker, having been
for some years editor of "The Illinois
Teacher'' and contributor to "The Century Magazine/' 1 0fhe Dial", and
others. He also publisht a "Digest of
Laws of Odd Fellowship'' in sixteen
volumes.
Dr. \.Villard was a wonderful man and
he never Jost his interest in the I. S. N.
U. We deeply appreciate and honor his
message, sent to us just ten days before
h is deth.
This appears among the
Founders' Day letters.

Sf'.'rngram
f11u11rl.ei:s'

~«'~

Qi;.el.ebrntion, 'l'u..esrl11~ l;u.eni119, F.ebi:.unr~ 18, 191J

Reception in the Art Rooms and Main Offices
Seven to Eight O'clock
EXERCISES IN THE AUDITORIUM

Music:

(1)

a Festive March,

Henry Smart
Tito Mattei

b Victoria-Gavotte,
Mrs. £ . W. Cavins

(2) a Song of the Regiment
b Dixie
!. S. N. U. Boys' Glee Club

Presentation of the Messer Portrait of General Hovey on beh:ilf of
the "I. S. N. U. Club of New York" and early Graduating
Classes,
Capt. John H. Burnham, '61
(Unvejling of Portrait by Miss Amy Kellogg Hovey)

Acceptance of Portrait,

David Felmley
President State Normal University

Presentation of General Hovey's Military Relics and First Battle Flag
of the Normc1l Regiment, on behalf of Mrs. Harriette
F. Hovey,
Aaron Gove, '61
(Bringing in the old flags by committee or old soldiers)

Acceptance of Military Relics

P.R. Walker, '61
President State Board of Education

Song: "Under the Nation's Banner,"

Henry B. Norton, '61

Chorus and Audience (the people standing)

Address: "A Dauntless Pioneer"

John W. Cook, '65
President State Normal School. DeKalb

Song: "Battle Hymn of the Republic,"

Julia Ward Howe

Chorus and Audience (the people standing)

Short Reminiscent Talks and Greetings
Elizabeth Mitchell Christian, '60
Elizabeth Carleton, '62
Eugene F. Baldwin

Songs: (1)

"Stein Song"

Richard Hovey

Harry D. Waggoner and Boys· Glee Club

(2)

"Auld Lang Syne"
By the Audience (the people standing)

Organ Postlude; Anniversary March, "Auld Lang Syne"
Mrs. E. W. Cavins

